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The impossibility is an important issue in the continental criminal 
law theory always and become the hotspot, also a disputed issue .The 
impossibility theory has been mature in German and Japan, and the 
doctrines are numerous. 
Compares to the foreign theory, the study on impossibility is very 
few in Chinese criminal law theory. The interrelated articles about 
impossibility are a fat lot, and there is lack of monograph about 
impossibility so far. In Chinese criminal law theory, because of the 
scholars of criminal law have not attached importance to the study of 
impossibility, the study on impossibility is in the dry tree. In our 
classical criminal law theory, the impossible crime belongs in criminal 
attempt, considered it criminality, and should be punished. This 
cognition holdback our accurate apprehension about the impossible crime, 
make against us make a thorough search for the impossible crime and 
criminal attempt. The classical criminal law theory consider the 
impossible crime is equal to criminal attempt .This theory regard the no 
dangerous behavior as crime, spread the condemnatory scope of criminal 
attempt, in breach of the tenet of criminal law about safeguarding the 
human rights. Therefore, we should carry through an extensive and thorough 
study on impossible crime firstly, so we can offer theory support for 
improving the criminal legislation. 
Discussing the difference between punishable impossibility and 
non-criminal impossibility is the keystone of this thesis, also the 
emphases and difficulty in the impossibility theory, namely the question 
about the judgment on the danger. On discussing the difference between 














not restricted in remarking  on the every theory about impossibility, 
then choose one theory form them. But by the particular discussing on the 
essential of impossibility theory, open out the profound background of 
impossibility theory, and then make my choice. On the basis, the author 
puts forward the opinion that we should adopt the theory of concrete danger 
about impossibility. The paper is composed of five parts. 
Preface. In this part, the author point out the problem in our 
impossibility theory at present firstly, then to table a proposal that 
we should make a review of the development origin of impossibility theory 
in the foreign country and absorb the foreign impossibility theory, for 
the sake of reconstructing the theory system of impossible crime in china. 
Then the author discusses the significance and value of studying 
impossibility in china. 
Chapter one: The prevue of impossibility. In this chapter, the author 
makes a review of the study status about impossibility in foreign country 
and china, and evaluates the concerned impossibility theory. 
Chapter two: Judging Impossibility. This part is the chief of the part. 
Chapter two can divided into two sections. Section one introduces the 
concept and types of danger. Section two discusses the judgment standard 
of impossibility in china. Above all, the author comments on various 
theories about the judgment of danger, then start off form the controversy 
between behavior non-value and result non-value, criterion violating 
theory and infringing legal interests theory, behavior criterion and 
judgment criterion, probes into the essential theory background of the 
controversy on impossibility theory, put forwards the view. Finally, the 
author refutes the objectivism doctrine of danger, draws conclusion that 
we should accept the doctrine of concrete danger. 
Chapter three: Questions concerning with impossible crime. This part 














Chapter four: Legislation design of impossibility. In this chapter, 
the author looks back legislation design about impossibility in foreign 
countries and combines the impossibility theory, at last advances the 
advices to make our legislation better.  
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案例二：1997 年 11 月初，被告人胡斌因赌博、购房等原因欠下债务，遂起
图财害命之念。他先后准备了羊角铁锤、纸箱、编织袋、打包机等作案工具，以







筠峰按照胡斌旨意，于 1997 年 11 月 30 日中午从余姚市乘出租车驶抵南京，将
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